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Are companies taking advantage 
of diversity & inclusion (D&I)? 



People connect D&I to a broad range of topics 

Top 3 topics are general in nature: 

More specific topics, score lower:

65.2%
58.1%

50.1%

21.1%
18.7%

20.1%

equal opportunity 
highest

acceptance

respect

disability

race

gender
identity



Topic is rising on corporate agendas
Companies with D&I incorporated

in the overall business strategy
But there are variations

Large companies and Young companies

completely somewhat
38% 41.2% 

completely
45.1% 39.4% 

somewhat completely
47% 

somewhat
38.5% 



Perceived value is higher than commitment and actions 
Most think a more diverse and inclusive

company is also a better performing company?
However, most companies

have yet to advance

60.1%
completely

agree

27.4%
somewhat
agree

39.3%
completely

agree

34.8%
completely

agree

31.7%
completely

agree

21.1%
completely

agree

company leaders & employees
demonstrate commitment 
to create an inclusive environment

one of my 
company’s 
stated values
/priority areas 

business-critical

D&I 
can constrain
organizations

& business
processes



Drivers are primarily internal

The main 
reasons 

for applying 
D&I are

57.8%
54.1%

50.8%

36.7%
28.6%

attract 
and retain talent 

improve company culture

increase employee satisfaction 
& well-being at work

new business opportunities 

increase market share

External 
drivers 

are trailing
 behind



Most companies are starting their D&I journey 

Self-assessing maturity, companies rate themselves

7.3%
leading

15.9%
optimizing

18.8%
starting

15.8%
not implemented

33.1%
progressing



Few have set D&I policies and metrics 

Policy Performance 
indicators (KPIs)

Goals

31.1%
company-wide 20.8%

limited to a pilot 
or single initiative

21.5%
company-wide 17.5%

limited to a pilot 
or single initiative

16.2%
company-wide 11.4%

limited to a pilot 
or single initiative



D&I often fall under human resources  

Company 
D&I ownership 

Delegation 
of responsibility Interestingly

Dedicated
D&I programme

office 

28.2%
human resources

15.6%
CEO or managing 

director

7.5%
Board of Directors 2%

32.4%
HR Director

23.2%
CEO or managing 

director

14.2%
my organization
does not have
a clear leader
for D&I efforts

25.9%
do not know 

who is accountable

12.4%
senior leadership



Recruitment and branding of greatest concern

51%43.5%

40.9%

falling behind in attracting 
and retaining talent 

external reputation

not keeping up with society 
& its expectations

non-compliance 
to legal requirements 

47.1%

Biggest risks for companies
not managing D&I



No single action or challenge truly stands out 

established ethical helpline, grievance
or whistleblowing mechanism

recruit diverse candidates

provide fair access & equal opportunities
for workforce mobility

demonstrate fairness in performance
and compensation decisions

awareness training (e.g. what is D&I)

company culture

 lack systematic approach

lack of knowledge about best practices

lack of management
& leadership commitment

lack of training

Actions implemented Key challenges

29.4%

33.8%

35.6%

38.6%

44%

20.4%

23.6%

24.7%

30.8%

32.8%

Interestingly, lack of budget 
is not a key challenge for most (13.5%)



Business gains out of reach for most

attract and 
retain talent

improved
company

reputation

increase
employee

satisfaction
& workplace
environment

enhance
employee

commitment
& engagement

 increased 
innovation

new business
opportunities

(e.g. tapping into
new markets)

achieve
business results
(e.g. enhanced
productivity) 

strengthened
customer

relationship

increased
market share 

56.5% 51.3% 49.7% 45.8% 29.1% 27.6% 27.5% 26.7% 15%

Main benefits of structured D&I implementation

Business benefits rate much lower

improved 
company culture 

53.3%



Low knowledge of standards addressing D&I

Improved understanding considered beneficial

Would best supports
company’s D&I efforts

Familiar with ISO 30415 
or other standards

very
familiar 

D&I training
have a tool for running 

a self-assessment 

get an assessment 
by expert auditor 

implementing the standard 
ISO 30415

to some 
extent

limited 
or no familiarity

43.8%

72.8%
16.5%

1.6%

33.9% 16.1% 15%



Expect societal push to escalate 
society at large

your company

yourselfcustomer

other 
stakeholders

65.5%

55.5%

52.4%
46.4%

45.7%
Focus on 
D&I will 
increase

(next 2-3 years)



Demographic & sample profile

568 respondents

Asia

Europe

North America

Central-South
America

Other

Geographical distribution Company size

35.3%

20.8%

34.3%

79.2%

43.1%
8.6%

5.6%

2.9%

39.8%

Large companies 
(>=500)

Small companies 
(<=99)

Mature companies 
(>=20)

Young companies 
(<=19)


